




































Japanese Aesthetics and European Gardens: In pursuit of Sharawadgi
Wybe KUITERT
At the origin of a voluminous discourse on picturesque taste in eighteenth-century England stands 
an essay by William Temple (1628–1699) that contains the word sharawadgi, which he claims is 
Chinese. As a result of his introducing this concept, Temple is considered the originator of the 
English landscape garden movement. In discourse on aesthetic and design of this garden style, the 
term returns now and then without any clear indication of its meaning. In extended academic 
debates the term has presently come to encompass ideas in town planning, contemporary art, or 




of sharawadgi’s origin—Japan. It demonstrates how sharawadgi was a term—shara’aji ( 洒落味 )—
in applied arts in the second half of the seventeenth century in Japan, and how it traveled with 
Kyoto makie lacquerware to Europe. Key persons in the transmission are Ernst van Hogenhoek (?–
1675), a VOC merchant, and Constantijn Huygens (1596–1687), a literary man, adviser to the 
court of Holland, and good garden friend of Temple.
 Applied arts were very well understood as a medium with emblematic messages in this 
period in the open, urbane societies of Europe that aligned on this point with the shara’aji of 
Japan. Garden art as a final expression of the wealthy—after all other needs are cared for—is a 
most sensitive stage for expressing aesthetics, so it is here that sharawadgi came to play its role in 
novel views on nature. In this sense, this paper illustrates how Europe’s enlightenment in garden 
art was supported by information from Japan.
Note: An earlier paper by this author published in English as “Japanese Art, Aesthetics, and a 
European discourse — unraveling sharawadgi”, (Japan Review 27, 2014) introduced the European 
sharawadgi discourse and placed it in the context of the Edo period aesthetics of shara’aji, as 
derived from the world of kimono design. 
 The present paper in Japanese demonstrates the Edo period linguistic roots of shara’aji 
(=sharawadgi), and explores the aesthetic meaning it had for design of lacquerware screens and 
chests that  were exported to Europe and carried such concepts to William Temple who introduced 
the idea to his readers in England. This paper reveals how the shara’aji aesthetic entered Temple’s 
garden design, signalling the start of the English landscape style.
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The Late Edo-period Art Dealer, Honsō: Focusing on the Activities of 
Ryōga and Ryōgei
MIYATAKE Yoshiyuki
In the latter half of the Edo period, many merchants gathered around Matsudaira Harusato 
(Fumai, 1751–1818), the seventh-generation daimyo of the Matsue domain, who had become a 
famed collector of tea ceremony utensils. One of these merchants was the art dealer Hon’ya 
Sōkichi (Ryōga, b. 1753). Until now, it has been known that Hon’ya Sōkichi was a rental book 
storowner, who had been involved in the dispersal of the Fuyuki family utensils, many of which it 
sold to Fumai. In addition, Edo meibutsushi (first edition), a record of famous products of Edo 
published in the Tenpō era (1830–1844), introduces Honsō, a shop on the corner of Shin’emon-
chō, showing that it was successful at that time. However, despite his having interacted closely 
with Fumai and having handled the transaction of art objects that are well-known even today, 
Ryōga’s activities have not yet been fully examined. There is also Ryōgei (d. 1857 or 1858), who 
succeeded Ryōga. Honsō has continued to do business in Shin’emon-chō until the modern day as 
a pawnbroker.
 It is important to elucidate the behavior of the father and son, Ryōga and Ryōgei, in order 
to understand the movement of art in Edo in the late Edo period and the management style of 
Honsō. In this paper, I discuss the following two points: First, I look at the relationship of Ryōga 
to Fumai. While Ryōga was brokering numerous utensils for Fumai, he was also a close attendant 
to Fumai. In particular, I discuss his brokering of utensils and his participation in tea ceremonies. 
Second, I examine the flow of people and money, having first established that Honsō was a 
powerful dealer in Edo during the Tenpō era. As for the movement of people, in addition to the 
fact that Ryōga lived a long life, I consider the activities of his son Ryōgei, as well as those of 
Hon’ya Kichigorō (dates unknown) who had a shop in the same Shin’emon-chō district. Regarding 
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the movement of money, I focus on the financial activities of the Honsō shop during the times of 
Ryōga and Ryōgei. In modern times, Honsō is active both as a pawnbroker as well as a landlord, 
and it reveals insights into the early management of Honsō from the perspective of finances and 
land ownership. Focusing on the above two points, I aim to clarify the relationship between Fumai 
and the establishment of Honsō, which has remained unclear thus far.
Keywords :  Landlord, Pawnshop, Honsō, Ueda family, Hon’ya Sōkichi, Hon’ya Ryōga, Matsudaira Fumai, 






























A Resource Survey of Japan in Asia before World War II from the 
Perspective of the Livestock Industry: Focusing on the Survey of 
Equine Affairs in Taiwan Conducted by the Ministry of Agriculture 
and Forestry in May 1934
OKAZAKI Shigeki 
This study investigates the actual state of resource surveys conducted by the Ministry of Agriculture 
and Forestry before World War II from the perspective of the livestock industry and Taiwan. The 
aim of the study is to clarify how the nature of surveys changed through their involvement with 
government policies. Previous studies on resource surveys conducted mainly by the South 
Manchuria Railway Co., Ltd. and the East Asia Development Board discussed the details of the 
survey methods themselves. However, there is still room to consider how these resource surveys 
were involved with government policies. So, This study focuses on the political aspects of the 
surveys, accordingly, it discusses how government policies were formulated before the resource 
surveys, how policy affected the resource surveys, and how the survey reports were influenced by 
policy.
 The Ministry of Agriculture and Forestry conducted a survey on equine affairs in Taiwan in 
May 1934, aiming to implement the Taiwan Horse Administration Program. The main purpose of 
the survey was to ask the Government General of Taiwan to cooperate with the government’s 
program. A secondary purpose was to observe the state of equine affairs in Taiwan in order to 
formulate a policy. The most important thing in the survey was to confirm how the Government 
General of Taiwan intended to participate in the Horse Administration Program conducted by the 
Japanese Empire. Mr. Sasada, an veterinary engineer of the Ministry of Agriculture and Forestry, 
who was in charge of the survey, submitted a report on the state of equine affairs in Taiwan so that 
it would be consistent with the predetermined policy line. His report was cleverly designed in such 
a way as to show expectations for future prospects of horse administration in Taiwan.
 This report was distributed as reference material at a policy research committee meeting to 
resolve policy matters related to horse administration. However, bureaucrats from the Ministry of 
Agriculture and Forestry and other committee members from the government showed no interest 
in the report at all. Although Sasada’s report presented written grounds for policymaking, it did 
not serve as reference material for the actual formulation of policy.
 This action of the government reveals part of the policymaking process in Japan before 
World War II, in which the code of conduct and traditional working practices of government 
officials had a significant impact on policymaking and survey activities. When considering resource 
surveys of Japan before World War II, we need to pay special attention to their political aspects to 
distinguish whether these surveys were conducted purely to acquire necessary resources abroad or 
were simply pretexts for government officials to make foreign business trips ostensibly to ask 
foreign governments to cooperate with Japanese policy. In case of the survey on equine affairs in 
Taiwan, government officials were ordered to have business trips to Taiwan to ask the Government 
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General of Taiwan to cooperate with the Japanese government’s policy under the pretext of a 
resource survey based on the predetermined policy line. This survey is a typical example of the 
business activities of government officials at that time.
Keywords :  resource survey, livestock industry, Ministry of Agriculture and Forestry, Government General 
of Taiwan, veterinary engineer, horse resources, national policy cooperation, policy research 




























The National Literature (Kokumin Bungaku) Discourse of the 1935–
1944 Period: The Field of Literature as Interface
MATSUMOTO Katsuya
This study revisits the discourse on kokumin bungaku (national literature or the “literature of the 
people”) that unfolded in the 1935 to 1944 period (the second decade of the Shōwa era). Previous 
research on this phase of the discourse on kokumin bungaku has tended to dismiss it as having been 
barren. Studies thus far seem to have concluded that no clear definition emerged as to what was 
meant by kokumin bungaku and that the genre is not represented by any outstanding works. My 
research set out to reevaluate the discourse from the perspective of its own time and examine its 
historical significance through a broad-ranging survey and analysis of the media of the time 
(mainly newspaper and periodical articles).
 Continuing from the first part, which describes the focus of my research, the second part 
examines the kokumin bungaku discourse in 1937 (its first peak in the period under study). Here I 
organize the interplay of the debate, using arguments presented from various standpoints regarding 
the concept of kokumin (people, nation), and analyze the discourse on kokumin bungaku.
 In the third part, I examine the resurgence of the kokumin bungaku discourse that took 
place after a blank of several years, in 1940–1941. I emphasize the major role of political influence 
in the discourse during this period. I then go on to organize and analyze the diverse arguments put 
forth by participants in the discourse with attention to the relationship between politics and 
literature. 
 Through this process I identify six points in the kokumin bungaku debate on which no 
particular conclusion was ever reached. My discussion goes on to demonstrate how the diverse 
arguments and positions on the “nation’s literature” presented arguments about the issues of 
literature that represent a significant discourse.
 The fourth part of the study analyzes the changes in the kokumin bungaku discourse in the 
latter half of the second decade of Shōwa, ascertaining that it began to overlap with kokusaku 
bungaku (national policy literature). In the summary of my analysis, I argue that the kokumin 
bungaku discourse served as an interface through which all manner of issues of literature came to 
the surface in the 1935–1944 period, giving it considerable historical significance.
Keywords :  Shōwa second decade, kokumin bungakuron (national literature discourse), kokumin (nation), 
bungakuba (field of literature), nationalism, proletarian literature, new order, war literature, 
history of Japanese literature
